
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

IMPORTANT NOTES

If for one subject you can find several different types (lecture, practice, laboratory) of courses then please choose
one and only one course from each type in order to be able to perform the subject's

requirements successfully.Civil Engineering courses are on the website seperately. Courses chosen
from the offer of Faculty of Civil Engineering will be checked and arranged individually by the

departmental coordinator.

BMEGEÁTAG04 Air Pollution Control, Wastewater and Solid Wastes Management 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-E WED:16:15-19:00(KM34);Lecture English

 Aims and objectives and description of the course: The main aim of the course is to provide sufficient and up-to-date
theoretical background and practical knowledge in air pollution control, wastewater treatment and solid wastes
management for mechanical engineers. Getting acquainted with the theoretical background, measurement
principles, application areas, advantages and limitations of various environmental protection techniques applied in
industrial practice. The main objectives are: getting acquainted with physical, chemical and biological methods amp;
possibilities of separation, recovery and deformation of various pollutants of gaseous and solid phase; typical tasks
of waste water treatment methods amp; technologies, basic processes and engineering equipment of the
technology; characteristics of solid wastes, characterisation, collection and treatment, theoretical basics of burning
solid wastes, typical equipment, solid waste disposal and recycling. The students are prepared to be able to
recognize amp; evaluate the environmental protection problems and to solve the most typical engineering problems
in topics of air pollution control, wastewater and solid wastes management. Based on the acquainted knowledge the
students will be capable to solve also more complex problems of this subject with further study amp; research.
Detailed thematic description of the course: Part I. Solid waste management (Dr. Laacute;ng, P.) 4Iacute;3h lectures:
Types, sources, properties, quantities, and qualities of solid wastes. On-site handling, storage and processing of
solid wastes. Collection, transfer and transport of solid wastes. Solid wastes processing techniques. Biological,
chemical and energetic resource recovery processes. Ultimate disposal. Part II. Waste water management
(Bothneacute; Dr. Feheacute;r, K.) 3Iacute;3h lectures: Wastewater characteristics, pre-treatment (primary,
secondary, tertiary treatment). Primary separation or clarification wastewater treatment techniques. Physical-
chemical wastewater treatment techniques. Biological treatment techniques for biodegradable waste water.
Wastewater sludge treatment techniques, sludge disposal. Part III. Treatment of gaseous components (Dr. Parti, M.)
4Iacute;3h lectures: Notations in absorption. Equilibrium, equilibrium curve. Selection of solvent. Material balances,
operating line, minimum liquid-gas ratio. Flow sheet for absorption of sulphur dioxide. Notations in adsorption.
Equilibrium, adsorbents, adsorption plant, packed beds, regeneration of adsorbents. Application of adsorption
(organic gases and vapours, sulphur dioxide). Chemical waste gas treatment, explosion range, material and heat
balance, heat recovery. Other processes. Advantages and disadvantages. Part IV. Particle removal from gases (Dr.
Suda, J.M.) 3Iacute;3h lectures: Aerosols. Particle dynamics. Mass balance of a separator, overall/fractional
efficiency. Mean particle concentration, particle mass flow rate, isokinetic sampling. Particle removal from gases:
main forces/effects. From settling chambers, pre-separator louvers, Venturi-scrubbers, cyclones, surface amp; depth
filtration, electrostatic precipitation.

BMEGEÁTAG15 Technical Acoustics and Noise Control 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-L THU:16:15-18:00(AE_NAGYLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-E THU:14:15-16:00(KF87);Lecture English

 Main objectives of the subject: The description of basic acoustic principles, application areas. The subject includes
introductory courses on acoustic and noise control engineering design and measurement techniques used on
mechanical and environmental engineering. Detailed thematic description of the subject: 1. Concept of acoustics,
classification of the subject. The concept of sound, two-fold nature of sound. Sound in different mediums and sound
classified as a function of frequency and effective sound pressure. 2. Linear acoustic model. The mathematic and
physical consequence of the linearity and speed of sound. Homogeneous wave equation. 3. The general solution of
the homogeneous wave equation. Harmonic waves, trigonometric and complex representation. The solution of the
wave equation in a bounded space, organ pipe and room natural frequencies. 4. Model testing and similitude,
Helmholtz-number. Characteristic composition of harmonic waves, standing wave and beat. 5. Acoustic resonators,
the natural frequency of a Helmholtz-resonator and examples. Harmonic analysis, sound spectra, octave band. The
pitch and colour of a sound, consonance and dissonance. 6. Energetic relations of acoustic waves. Kinetic and
potential energy density, sound intensity, sound power, RMS value and levels. Calculation with levels. Transmission
loss, insertion loss, noise reduction. Impedances. 7. Spherical waves, sound sources, monopole, dipole, longitudinal
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and lateral quadrupole radiators. The acoustic source model law. 8. Sound propagation in the atmosphere, far field
approximation of point and line sources. Attenuation of sound waves in gases, liquids and porous solid mediums.
The meteorological effects of the free field sound propagation. 9. Normal transmission of the sound from one
medium to another, and transmission of obliquely incident sound waves. The transmission loss of the simple layer
walls. 10. Sound propagation in duct and higher order modes. The transmission of sound at the end of a tube,
exponential horns, expansion chamber and side branch resonators. 11. The energetical model of closed sound
space. Direct and reverberant sound fields, equivalent absorbing area, room constant, reverberation time. 12. The
subject of noise control. Physiological effects of noise. Subjective measurement units, phon, dB(A), equivalent sound
pressure level. The general methodology of noise control. 13. Noise generated by mechanical, fluid mechanical and
thermal processes and their reduction. Noise control in free and in bounded space. Personal noise protection. 14.
Acoustic measurements, microphones, analysers, calibrators, anechoic and reverberating chambers

BMEGEÁTAG26 Numerical Simulation of Fluid Flows 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-L1 TUE:16:15-18:00(AE_CFDLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-L2 THU:16:15-18:00(AE_CFDLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-E MON:10:15-12:00(KF83,KF81);Lecture English

 Main aims and objectives, learning outcomes of the subject: To deliver knowledge of modelling approaches in
various flow categories, theoretical basis and practical application of turbulence models, principles of numerical
solution, errors and uncertainties rising from numerical simulation. To develop skills both in recognizing potential
applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics, and in individual development of simulation models. Detailed thematic
description of the subject: Lectures (course-week, topics): 1-6. Numerical methods /by Gaacute;bor
ZAacute;VODSZKY, Dept. Hydrodynamic Systems/ 7. 1st theoretical test 8-13. CFD analysis methodology /by Dr.
Gergely KRISTOacute;F, Dept. Fluid Mechanics/ Details: 8. Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), the
Finite Volume Method. 9. The mathematical interpretations and practical applications of various boundary conditions.
Modelling approaches used in fluid machinery. 10. Application of volume sources and internal jumps. Porous media
modelling. Major characteristics of turbulent flows, turbulence models, wall treatment and boundary conditions in
commonly used turbulence models. 11. Numerical mesh; quality and size criteria; meshing methods. Compressible
flow modelling. 12. Thermal process modelling: natural convection, heat conduction and radiation. Boundary
conditions on solid walls. Calculation of heat transfer coefficient. 13. Quality and trust of CFD. 14. 2nd theoretical
test. Laboratory (course-week, topics) starting on the 8 course-week: 8. Axisymmetric flow in an orifice. 9. Simulation
of flow in a radial pump. 10. Simulation of an exhaust pipe including porous filter. 11. Flow around a transonic airfoil.
12. Air and heat extraction from an enclosure using a kitchen canopy. 13. Individual modelling exercise. 14.
Laboratory test.

BMEGEÁTAM05 Numerical Modelling of Fluid Flows 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-L2 MON:17:15-18:00(AE_CFDLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-L1 MON:15:15-16:00(AE_CFDLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-L3 MON:19:15-20:00(AE_CFDLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-L4 TUE:19:15-20:00(AE_CFDLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-E MON:10:15-12:00(KF83);Lecture English

A-2017t-G1 MON:14:15-15:00(AE_CFDLAB);Practice English

A-2017t-G2 MON:16:15-17:00(AE_CFDLAB);Practice English

A-2017t-G3 MON:18:15-19:00(AE_CFDLAB);Practice English

A-2017t-G4 TUE:18:15-19:00(AE_CFDLAB);Practice English

BMEGEÁTAM06 Laboratory 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-L1-
AELABOR

FRI:08:15-12:00(AE_NAGYLAB); FRI:08:15-12:00;Laboratory English

A-2017t-L2-
prsVIKlabor

FRI:08:15-12:00(AE_NAGYLAB); FRI:12:15-16:00;Laboratory English

A-2017t-L3-
ptlnVIKlabor

FRI:08:15-12:00(AE_NAGYLAB); FRI:12:15-16:00
(AE_NAGYLAB);

Laboratory English
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BMEGEÁTMG34 Large Eddy Simulation in Mechanical Engineering 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-ELecture English

BMEGEÁTMW01 Advanced Fluid Mechanics 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-E WED:12:15-15:00(KF87);Lecture English

 Overview of the fundaments of fluid mechanics. Vorticity transport equation. Potential flows, solution methods based
on analytical solutions. Percolation, Darcy flow. Wells. Boundary layers. Similarity solutions for laminar and turbulent
boundary layers. Transition. Turbulent boundary layers. BL control. Overview of computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
Turbulence models. Fundaments of gas dynamics. Wave phenomena. Isentropic flow. Normal shock waves.Oblique
shock waves, wave reflection. Prandtl-Meyer expansion. Supersonic jets. Atmospheric flows. Aerosols.
Aeroacoustics. Pipe networks. Case studies.

BMEGEÁTMW03 Flow Measurements 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-L MON:15:15-16:00(AE_NAGYLAB);Laboratory English

A-2017t-E MON:12:15-14:00(KF87);Lecture English

A-2017t-G MON:14:15-15:00(AE_NAGYLAB);Practice English

 Main objective of the subject is getting acquainted with the measurement principles, application areas, advantages
and limitations of various flow measuring techniques applied in industrial practice as well as in
researchamp;development related laboratory activities. Detailed thematic description of the subject: Practical /
industrial aspects of flow measurements. Measurement of temporal mean pressures: static, total, dynamic. Probes
and methods. Manometers. Pressure-based measurement of velocity magnitude and direction. Anemometers,
thermal probes. Measurement of unsteady pressures. Temperature measurements. Hot wire anemometry. Laser
optical flow diagnostics: Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA), Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV). Flow visualization. Flow rate measurements with use of contraction elements and deduced from
velocity data. Comparison. Flowmeters: ultrasonic, MHD, capacitive crosscorrelation technique,Coriolis, vortex,
rotameter, turbine, volumetric. Industrial case studies. Collaboration of measurement technique and computational
simulation. Laboratory exercise.

BMEGEÁTMW05 Large Eddy Simulation in Mechanical Engineering 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-E WED:10:15-11:00(AE_MERLEG-T);Lecture English

A-2017t-G WED:11:15-12:00(AE_MERLEG-T);Practice English

 The main objective of the subject is to get familiar with the concept of Large-Eddy Simulation and its widely used
techniques. A secondary objective is to gain knowledge about post-processing techniques specially suited for
instantaneous and steady 3D flow data. Applications from turbulent heat transfer and noise production will be shown.
Detailed thematic description of the subject: Motivations why to use Large-Eddy Simulation (LES). Filtering of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, basic filter properties. Numerical requirements of the simulation. Subgrid
scale modeling approaches. Interacting error dynamics. Practical aspect of the simulation (domain time and mesh
requirements). Special LES boundary conditions: inlet turbulence generation. Hybrid and zonal LES/RANS
approaches. Postprocessing of LES results: flow topology description, vortex detection methods. Case studies:
internal cooling channel, flow around an airfoil, near field of a jet.

BMEGEÁTMW11 Open Source Computational Fluid Dynamics 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-E WED:08:15-09:00(AE_CFDLAB);Lecture English

A-2017t-G1 WED:09:15-10:00(AE_CFDLAB);Practice English

A-2017t-G2 WED:10:15-11:00(AE_CFDLAB);Practice English

 Introduction to OpenFOAM including Linux basis, and other required software such as gnuplot and paraview.
Installation of OpenFOAM on several Linux distributions and virtual linux systems (Ubuntu, Opensuse, Fedora) from
packages and on other systems from source. Solution of simple 2D fluid dynamics problems using OpenFOAM
(driven cavity flow, 2D boundary layer, Poiseuille flow) including the comparison with theoretical results. Detailed
introduction to OpenFOAM software components including meshing tools, solvers and post-processing tools. Single
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phase stationary and transient flows, turbulence, compressible flows. Introduction to models, boundary conditions
and solvers required for the simulation of these problems. Examples on these problems. Multiphase and reactive
flows, including the introduction to models, boundary conditions and solvers required for the simulation of these
problems. Examples on these problems. Extension of OpenFOAM capabilities by program code development in
C++. Compiling code components, the implementation of boundary conditions, applications and models.
Personalized projects using OpenFOAM. Further open source CFD tools (Code Saturn, Palabos).

BMEGEÁTMWTP Teamwork Project 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-LPractice English

 Experimental and/or numerical (CFD) teamwork project proposals will be announced by the supervisors on then
registration week or before for group of 2-3 students. The Teamwork Project proposals are defined as being complex
problems for the 1st or 2nd semester, and also can be continued partly by a single student in course of the Final
Project A or B (BMEGEAacute;TMWDA or BMEGEAacute;TMWDB) in the 3rd and 4th semester, hence resulting in a
fully complex MSc Thesis of the student at the end of the curriculum. A socalled Evaluation Team (ET) is formed in
that the grouprsquo;s supervisor + two advisors are participating, being the members of ET.

BMEGEÁTTR14 Meteorology and Navigation 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A-2017t-ELecture English

BMEGEENAEGK Heat Engines 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17-2-ENG-
LAB

WED:14:15-16:00;Laboratory English

17-2-ENG-E WED:12:15-14:00(D316A);Lecture English

17-2-ENG-G WED:14:15-16:00(D316A);Practice English

 Heat Engines BMEGEENAEGK Fuels, fuel technology. Different type of boiler construc- tions. Circulation in boilers.
Steam and gasturbine cycles. Theoretical and real cycles. Impulse and reaction stages. Radial and axial turbines. IC
engines. Otto/Diesel engines, crank mechanism, valve arrangement and constructions. Fuel systems of IC engines.
Refrigerators and heat pumps. Mechanical construction, dimensioning. Control and op- eration. Environmental
aspects. 4 hours/4 credits.

BMEGEENAETD Engineering Thermodynamics 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17-2-ENG-E MON:08:15-10:00(D318);Lecture English

17-2-ENG-G TUE:10:15-12:00(D218);Practice English

 Engineering Thermodynamics BMEGEENAETD Basic concepts. Work, heat, entropy, specific heats. Zeroth Law of
Thermodynamics. Temperature scales. Properties of pure substances. First Law of Thermodynamics, internal energy
and enthalpy, closed and open systems. Simple processes with ideal gas. Gas power cycles: heat engines,
refrigerators, heat pumps. Second Law of Thermodynamics, exergy, losses due to irreversibility. Liquids and vapors.
Equations of state. Two-phase systems. Basic cycles of power generation. Mixtures of gases, Psychrometrics. 3
hours/3 credits.

BMEGEENMWAT Advanced Thermodynamics 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17-2-ENG-E THU:08:15-10:00(D224);Lecture English

17-2-ENG-G1 THU:12:15-14:00(D218);Practice English

17-2-ENG-G2 THU:12:15-14:00(D218);Practice English

 The aim is to introduce the students to the hierarchy of modells (theories) of thermodynamics (classical, ordinary/
homogeneous nonequilibrium and irreversible/continuum nonequilibrium thermodynamics) with selected applications
demonstrating the role of the basic concepts in engineering. During the semester the students deepen their
understanding of the basic concepts and methods of the subject, like equilibrium, energy/exergy/extropy, material
modelling, etchellip;. A) Homogeneous systems - Ordinary (equilibrium) thermodynamics 1) Basic thermodynamic
concepts. Models, theories and laws. Extensives and intensives. Gibbs relation. Thermodynamic potentials.
Thermodynamic stability. Phases and phase equilibrium. Gases, liquids and solids. Math1: partial derivatives, Math2:
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Legendre transformations, differentials. 2) Zeroth, First and Second Law - statics Conceptual questions: equilibrium,
energy, work, perpetuum mobile, quasistatic quot;processesquot;. 3) EOS examples: Ideal gas, Van der Waals gas,
virial gas Ideal elastic wire, rubber wire, ideal elasticity in 3d. 4) Laws of thermoDYNAMICS Math3: Differential
equations, stability, Liapunov-functions. Gibbs relation and differential equations. Equilibrium. Quasistatic and
irreversible processes. Single body in an environment. 5) System of bodies and environments. Heat and work.
Reservoirs, extended systems. 6) Exergy analysis. Entropy generation minimization. Heat exchangers, power plants.
7) Multicomponent phase equilibrium, solutions. B) Continua - Non-equilibrium thermodynamics 8) Basics - balances
of basic quantities Balances, partial diff. equations, constitutive functions, objectivity. Math4: Tensor analysis, indices.
9) Second law. Entropy production. Linear laws. Onsager reciprocity. Isotropy. Local equilibrium. 10) Heat
conduction, diffusion and flow in one component fluids. Cross effects. 11) Heat conduction and flow in isotropic
solids. Cross effects. 12) Out of local equilibrium. Internal variables. Heat conduction and flow in isotropic solids.
Cross effects. Rheology. Poynting-Thomson body. 13) Measurement of parameters, applications, etc., constructal
theory, etc.. Fuel cells.

BMEGEENMWEP Energy conversation units and their equipment 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17-2-ENG-E TUE:16:15-18:00(D204B);Lecture English

17-2-ENG-G TUE:18:15-19:00(D204B);Practice English

 Basics. Cooling systems and main parameters. Absorption cooling systems and special cooling systems. Fuel cells.
Combustion technology, parameters and emissions. Different hot water and steam generation systems. Different hot
water and steam generation main parameters. Steam turbines, different steam turbine cycles. Steam turbines,
different steam turbine constructions. Gas turbines, different gas turbine constructions and cycles. Main parameters
and characteristic of internal combustion engines. Management of internal combustion engines. Gas engines.
Cogeneration and tri-generation systems and parameters.

BMEGEENMWM2 Measurements in Thermal Engineering 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17-2-ENG-
LAB

FRI:12:15-14:00(D204B); FRI:14:15-16:00(D204B); FRI:14:15-
16:00(D204B);

Laboratory English

17-2-ENG-E FRI:12:15-14:00(D204B);Lecture English

 Fundamentals of measurement theory. Emission components and analysers. Emission analysers. Temperature
measurement. Power plant and measuring equipment, measurement, accreditation, quality assurance.
Measurement procedures and data processing techniques. Dynamical process identification. Cooling system test.
High speed pressure measurement. Discontinuous boiler test and calculations. Gas Engine test. Gas Turbine test.

BMEGEENMWSE Simulation of Energy Engineering Systems 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17-2-ENG-
LAB

MON:16:15-17:00(D216);Laboratory English

17-2-ENG-E MON:14:15-16:00(D216);Lecture English

 Simple example, modeling approaches. Phases of setting up lumped theoretical mathematical models.
Conservation laws of lumped theoretical mathematical models. Some constitutive equations. Using Matlab
interactively. Example: Combustion kinetics. Using Simulink interactively. Simulation options in Simulink. Linearizing
a model. Programming Matlab. Example: Handling big measured data set.

BMEGEENMWTP Thermal Physics 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17-2-ENG-
LAB

THU:18:15-19:00(D216);Laboratory English

17-2-ENG-E THU:16:15-18:00(D216);Lecture English

 Physical backgrounds, mechanism and models of heat conduction in solids; measurement of thermophysical
properties; steady state and transient methods; numerical modeling of 1D and 2D heat conduction problems, inverse
heat conduction problem. Heat conduction review (heat diffusion equation, boundary conditions). What are
thermophysical properties? Different heat conduction models. Finite difference and control volume method for the
solution of heat conduction problems. Measurement of the thermal conductivity. Measurement of the thermal
diffusivity. Measurement of the specific heat capacity; direct determination of the temperature dependency of the
properties. Inverse heat conduction problems. 2D steady-state heat conduction with contact boundary condition.
Transient heat conduction with different boundary conditions (modeling the laser flash method). Transient heat
conduction with contact boundary condition. Transient heat conduction with temperature dependent thermophysical
properties (modeling the BICOND method).
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BMEGEÉPAG61 Heating 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A01 THU:08:15-11:00(D316A);Lecture English

A02 THU:11:15-12:00(D316A);Practice English

A03 THU:11:15-12:00(D316A);Practice English

 Heating BMEGEEacute;PAG61 6. Main aims and objectives, learning outcomes of the subject: The objective is the
introduction to the fundamentals of heating systems in buildings providing a comprehensive knowledge on the theory
and practice of system design and dimensioning with particular attention to the most recent technologies. Students
attending will have an overview about the most important system elements from the heat supply systems to the heat
emitters. In addition, they will be skilled also on a wider perspective: the building will be interpreted as a complex
energy system, the fundamentals of human thermal comfort, and the basics of system economics will be learned. By
the end of this course students will: - Have knowledge about the aims of heating: providing comfort, reduce energy
consumption, increase energy performance etc. - Be able to apply appropriate mathematical and computer-based
methods for the calculation of buildingsrsquo; heat loads, sizing of heating elements. - Be able to apply knowledge of
techniques, codes and standards of practice to the design of heating components and basic systems. 7. Method of
education: The theoretical background will be interpreted via lectures, the calculations and tools will be presented
during the seminars. Calculation problems/examples will require active participation. 8. Detailed thematic description
of the subject (by topic, min. 800 character): Date of class Topics to be discussed, readings required for the class
Week 1 Schedule / Preliminary studies Heat Transfer 1 Week 2 Heat Transfer 2 Thermal comfort 1 Week 3 Thermal
comfort 2 Heat load calculation Week 4 Heat load calculation example Week 5 Heat emission devices EPBD Week 6
Surface heating Test1 Week 7 Water heating systems Boilers, combustion calc. Week 8 Chimney Control loops,
control valves Week 9 Domestic hot water production Control valves Week 10 Thermostatic valves Heat exchangers
Week 11 Pumps Domestic hot water production Week 12 Expansion vessels, deaeration Week 13 Hydraulic
calculation, balancing Renewable energy, solar Week 14 Test 2 9. Requirements and grading a) in term-period
Knowledge, understanding and skills are assessed through a combination of written tests and homework throughout
the semester. Homework will be distributed during the semester and will have to be turned in by the end of the
course, before the exam period. Later submission is allowed but a fee has to be paid and homework will have to be
turned in by the 3rd week of the exam period. Homework will not be graded but is compulsory in order to receive a
grade. b) in examination period The course ends with an exam in the exam period. Student will be allowed to take
the exam if both mid-term and end-term tests are passed. c) Disciplinary Measures Against the Application of
Unauthorized Means at Mid-Terms, Term-End Exams and Homework URL: http://epget.bme.hu/hu/14-
oktatas/bsc/160-heating

BMEGEGEA3CD Fundamentals of CAD 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AL1 WED:14:15-16:00(D301);Laboratory English

AL2 WED:14:15-16:00(D303);Laboratory English

A_EA MON:08:15-10:00(R113);Lecture English

 Aims and objectives:The goal of the course is to present the basic methods of computer aided design and
introduction to design applications. Topics:Definitons of CAD, CAM and CAE. Sequential engieneering.Concurrent
Engineering. Integration of CAD, CAM and CAEthrough database. The concurrent engineering process. Theproduct
model formed from aspect models. Product datamanagement (PDM) systems. Component of CAD/CAM/CAE
systems. Hardware configurations for CAD/CAM/CAEsystems. Computer graphics. Typical graphics
operations.Geometric modelling. Feature based modelling. Parametricmodelling. CAD/CAM databases. 3 hours/4
credits.

BMEGEGEAGG2 Machine elements 2. 6

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AL2 THU:11:15-12:00(R112);Laboratory English

AL1 THU:11:15-12:00(R111);Laboratory English

A_EA WED:14:15-17:00(R113);Lecture English

AG1 THU:10:15-11:00(R111);Practice English

AG2 THU:10:15-11:00(R112);Practice English

 Topics Fundamentals of tribology. Friction, wear and lubrication. Bearings. Sliding (plain) bearings. Designing
hydrodynamicand hydrostatic bearings. Rolling bearings, dimensioning for life and static loading. Couplings and
clutches. Indirect drives. Friction and belt drives. Chain drives. Gear drives, geometry and strength. Drives for big
gearing ratio: wormgear-, planetary gear-, harmonic gear- and cycloid gear drives.
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BMEGEGEAGM1 Fundamentals of Machine Design 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A_EA TUE:10:15-12:00(R113);Lecture English

A1 THU:14:15-16:00(R111);Practice English

A2 THU:14:15-16:00(R112);Practice English

 Aims and objectives of the course: - Getting known and practice the basic of the mechanical drawing,- improve the
free-hand drawing and sketch,- practice the different drawing making methods (both hand and CAD drawings),-
develop the drawing reading and understanding ability,- practicing the drawing of basic mechanical drawing
exercises. Description of the topics:- Projections. The orthographic drawing and sketching. Arrangement of views. -
Auxiliary and sectional views. - Dimensions, notes, limits and accuracy. - Representations of threaded parts and
threaded fasteners, gears, splines, and keys. - Drawing for engineering design and construction (detail, assembly
and other drawings). - Detail drawings of simple machine elements (stuffing box cover; clevis pin). - Assembly
drawing and partial assembly of the elements mounted on shafts (belt pulley assembly; shaft with bearings; stuffing
box assembly). - Set of working drawings of a valve (making sketches by freehand; pencilling of detail and assembly
drawings). 4 hours/4 credits.

BMEGEGEAGMD Machine design 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EA WED:10:15-12:00(R109);Lecture English

G1 FRI:10:15-12:00(D303);Practice English

 Mechanical engineering design, development, behavior analysis (stress and stiffness analysis, reliability and service
life estimates), knowledge of the behavior of mechanical structures, modeling opportunities, various aspects of the
design. Learning the modeling of different characteristics, and of the finite element model creation process and the
evaluation of the stress state practicing on simple structural elements.

BMEGEGEAGPW Project work 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L1 TUE:08:15-10:00(R113);Laboratory English

G1 FRI:10:15-12:00(R111);Practice English

BMEGEGEMW05 Structural Analysis 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L MON:12:15-14:00(D303);Laboratory English

Ea THU:14:15-16:00(R113);Lecture English

 Structural analysis and machine design. Fundamentals of FEM. Basic element types of professional FE systems.
Preparing FE models (symmetry conditions, mesh structure, boundary conditions, loading models and material
properties). Material and geometric nonlinearity. Time-dependent behaviour. Steady state and transient heat transfer.
Integrated CAD-FEM systems. Structure optimization.

BMEGEGIMGSA Structural Analysis 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L MON:12:15-14:00(D303);Laboratory English

Ea THU:14:15-16:00(R113);Lecture English

BMEGEGTAG01 Manufacturing 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A1 WED:12:15-14:00; THU:12:15-14:00; THU:12:15-14:00;Laboratory English

A0 THU:14:15-16:00(G115);Lecture English

 Main aims and objectives, learning outcomes of the subject: The basic model of the machining system (WFMTC
system), introduction to the part modeling, to the fixturing the parts, to the machine tools and robotics, to the cutting
tools and to the controlling of the machine tools. Mechanics of cutting, geometry of the cutting edge, chip breaking,
stability of cutting. Tool wear and tool life. Tool materials and cutting fluids. Fundamentals of the measuring
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techniques and quality control. The main measuring devices. Fundamentals of metal cutting machine tools Detailed
thematic description of the subject : Fundamentals of metal cutting machine tools, kinematics and structure.
Manually operated, cam controlled and computer controlled lathes. Machining and turning centers. Part and
workpiece modelling (geometrical). Engineering and tolerances. CAD modelling, reverse engineering. Metal cutting.
Cutting edge geometry. Tool material and cutting fluids. Tooling and fixturing. Positioning and workpiece alignment.
Alignment rules. Fixing and clamping. Fixturing solutions. Machining processes. Cutting force, torque and cutting
power. Tool failure and tool life. Surface quality and surface roughness. Turning, drilling, milling. Calculation
examples. Classification of abrasive machining. Grinding process principles, grinding wheels. Some typical grinding
processes. Non ndash; conventional machining processes. Control theory. Control systems for machine tools. PLC
programming. Adaptive control systems. NC programming Practical example for NC programming. Robotics. Robot
programming Assembling, mounting. Dimension chains and tolerances. Solutions for dimension chains. Assembling
tasks. Balancing and adjustment. Industrial metrology principles. Measuring rules. Measuring equipments.
Measuring errors and compensations. Measuring machines. Quality control theory. Quality design and inspection.
Quality control systems. Manufacturing process analysis and planning. Planning tasks and solutions. DFMA theory.
Part classification. Group technology. Computer aided process planning. Processor-postprocessor theory.

BMEGEGTAG92 Machine tools and manufacturing systems 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

1 FRI:12:15-14:00(G115);Lecture English

BMEGEGTMW01 Advanced Manufacturing 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A2 FRI:09:15-12:00(G115);Laboratory English

A1 FRI:08:15-09:00(G115);Lecture English

 Introduction to Advanced Manufacturing. Visiting the manufacturing laboratory of the Department. Conventional
machining operations. Fundamentals of machining operations. Mechanics of metal cutting. Machinability. Chip
control. Fundamentals of advanced manufacturing (non-conventional machining). Reverse engineering. Rapid
Prototyping. Mold design and manufacturing. Production Planning - Material Requirements Planning. Production
Planning - Advanced models and algorithms. Consultation on semester essay. Electro Discharge Machining EDM),
processes and application. Micro EDM machining. Laser Beam Machining. Laser marking. Rapid Prototyping. NC
tool path planning by CAM system. Hard Cutting. Gear production.

BMEGEMIAGE1 Control Engineering 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17t_A_E FRI:08:15-10:00(D401);Lecture English

17t_A_G02 FRI:10:15-12:00(D401);Practice English

17t_A_G01 FRI:10:15-12:00(D401);Practice English

 Modeling dynamical systems with differential equations, frequency response functions, transfer functions and state
space models. Stability analysis. Basic aspects of feedback control. Analysis of dynamical control systems. PID
controller design and tuning.Topics:Introduction. Modeling physical and technical systems by differential equations.
Extensive and intensive variables. Dynamic balance equations.General features of linear input-output systems.
Linearization methods. Closed form solutions of first order and second order ordinary differential equations. Step
response and impulse response of basic systems.State-space models of linear and nonlinear dynamic systems.
Signal flow graphs. Basic principles of numerical simulation. Euler and Runge-Kutta methods. Computer program
practices (MATLAB, Excel / Visual Basic, C/C++).Laplace transform, its main properties and applications.Transfer
function of linear dynamic systems. Resultant transfer function of complex systems (serial, parallel connections,
feedback etc.).Frequency response function. Origination from harmonic input-output. Nyquist plot and Bode plots for
basic systems. (MATLAB illustrations.)Asymptotic stability, stability and instability. Conditions for the characteristic
roots. Stability criteria: Mikhailov-Leonhard and Routh-Hurwitz.Stability analysis of a pendulum (normal and inverted)
balancing with a proportional-integrating (PI) controller. Liquid level controlling solutions.Simplified block diagram of a
general closed loop control system. The four most important transfer functions. Description with block diagrams.Type
number of signals (power of time) and systems (order of integrating). Required type number of the controller for a
desired steady state error.Tuning PID controller parameters for simple plants. Creating an approximately integrating
open loop. Using system identification methods. Controlling a dead zone system by integrating (I)
controller.Hardware devices of control (sensors, actuators, controllers).Discrete time description of dynamic systems
(z-transformation). Basic principles of computer controlled systems.On-off control systems. Real world control
applications.
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BMEGEMMAGM2 Strength of Materials 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AE TUE:14:15-16:00(KF83);Lecture English

AG1 THU:12:15-14:00(KF83);Practice English

AG2 THU:12:15-14:00(KF83);Practice English

 Strength of Materials BMEGEMMAGM2 Stress state and strain state in linear elastic bodies. Simple tension and
compression. Simple Hookersquo;s law. Area mo- ments of inertia. Bending. Torsion. Combine loads: tension and
bending, shear and bending. Bending of curved plane beams. Principal stresses and strains. Mohrrsquo;s circles.
Eigen- values and eigenvectors of the stress tensor. Dimensioning for combined loads. Mohr- and von Mises-type
equivalent stresses. Calculation of deflection and slope of beams. Work theorems of elasticity (Betti, Castigliano).
Eulerrsquo;s theory of slender beams. Statically indeterminate structures and frames. Thin pressure vessels, - theory
of membranes. 4 hours/5 credits.

BMEGEMMAGM4 Vibrations 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AE TUE:12:15-14:00(KF87);Lecture English

AG1 TUE:14:15-15:00(KF87);Practice English

AG2 TUE:14:15-15:00(KF87);Practice English

 Vibrations BMEGEMMAGM4 Impact. Single degree-of-freedom vibrating systems. Free, undamped vibrations.
Pendula. Damped vibrations (dry friction, viscous damping). Forced vibrations, isolation of vibrations. Several
degrees-of-freedom systems. Langrange- equation of the second kind. Natural frequencies and vi- bration modes.
Energy and numerical methods (Rayleigh- Stodola, Dunkerley). 3 hours/3 credits.

BMEGEMMMM02 Dynamics of Machines 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L WED:16:15-17:00(MM_LAB);Laboratory English

E MON:10:15-12:00(MM_I29);Lecture English

BMEGEMMMW01 Analytical Mechanics 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

E MON:17:15-20:00(KF87);Lecture English

 Review of Dynamics, Strength of Materials and Vibrations. Drsquo;Alambertrsquo;s Priciple. Dynamic effects in
Strength of Materials. Maximum equivalent stress calculation in structures of large acceleration (ventilator and
turbine blades, engine parts). Natural frequencies and vibration modes of multi DoF systems. Rayleighrsquo;s ratio,
Stodola iteration and Dunckerleyrsquo;s formula. Calculation of natural frequencies in beam structures by means of
analytical estimation andfinite element code. Natural frequencies and vibration modes of continuum beams (bending,
longitudinal). Vibrations of strings. Calculation of natural frequencies in beam structures subjected to bending
vibrations by solving partial differential equations. Bending vibrations of rotating shafts. Variation of natural
frequencies due to gyroscopic effects.Campbell diagrams.

BMEGEMMMW02 Finite Element Analysis 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L1 THU:14:15-16:00(MM_F15);Laboratory English

L3 WED:16:15-18:00(MM_F15);Laboratory English

L2 THU:16:15-18:00(MM_F15);Laboratory English

E TUE:08:15-10:00(KF83);Lecture English

 The basic equations of linear elasticity. The principle of the total potential energy mimum. Finite element
discretization. Shear effect in beams, Timoshenko beam theory. FE formulation of Timoshenko beams. Isoparametric
Timoshenko beam element, shear locking, interpolation with exact nodal solution, examples. The basic equations in
plane elasticity. Isoparametric quadrilateral elements, shape functions, Jacobian matrix and deteminant. Numerical
integration, Gaussian rule. Stiffness matrix and load vectors of quadrilaterals. Stability of linear elastic systems, the
method of Trefftz. FE formulation of stability problems, geometric stiffness matrix. Buckling, lateral buckling and
lateral-torsional buckling of slender beams with symmetric cross section, examples. Torsion of straight prismatic
beams. Free vibration analysis with FEM, vibration of Timoshenko beams. FE solution of damped forced vibrations,
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Duhamel integral. Direct time integration, central difference method, Newmarkrsquo;s method, numerical examples.
Second order dynamics, buckling vibration of beams. Dynamic stability. Modeling examples inANSYS including
elasticity, plasticity, elastic stability, dynamics and thermomechanics problems

BMEGEMMMW05 Elasticity and Plasticity 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

E TUE:14:15-16:00(D316A);Lecture English

G TUE:14:15-16:00(D316A);Practice English

 Introduction to the constitutive modeling in solid mechanics. Classification of the constitutive theories. Gradient,
divergenceand curl in cylindrical coordinate system. Small strain theory. Compatibility of strain. Governing equations
of linear elasticity. Hookersquo;s law. Plane stress and plane strain problems. Airy stress function.Torsion of
prismatic bar. Analytical stress solution of rotating disc and of thickwalled tube with internal pressure. One-
dimensional plasticity. Uniaxial extension and compression problems with hardening. Elastic-plastic deformation of
thick-walled tube with internal pressure. Haigh-Westergaard stress space. Formulation of the yield criteria. Linear
isotropic and kinematic hardening. Nonlinear hardenings. Formulation of the constitutive equation in 3D
elastoplasticity. Radial return method.

BMEGEMMMW06 Nonlinear Vibrations 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

E TUE:08:15-09:00(D316A);Lecture English

G TUE:09:15-10:00(D316A);Practice English

 Nonlinearities in mechanical systems: springs, dampers, inertia. Phase plane analysis of 1 degree-of-freedom
systems. Saddles, nodes and spirals, stable and unstable equilibria. Vibrations of conservative nonlinear systems.
Catastrophe theory: typical bifurcations of equilibria. Construction of trajectories and their analysis in case of inverted
pendulum supported by spring, pitchfork bifurcation. The dynamic effects of nonlinear damping. Forced vibration and
resonances in systems of nonlinear springs. Analytical and numerical calculation of resonance curves in case of
hardening and softening characteristics. Self-excited vibrations. Lieacute;nard and Bendixson criteria for limit cycles.
Hopf bifurcation theory. Stick-slip oscillations, estimation of stable and unstable periodic motions.

BMEGEMMMW07 Coupled Problems in Mechanics 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L WED:12:15-14:00(MM_F15);Laboratory English

E WED:12:15-14:00(MM_I29);Lecture English

 Coupled field problems. Diffusion equations. Coupled piezo-thermo-mechanical equations. Steady-state thermal
analysis. Thermo-mechanical analysis. Micro-electromechanical systems. Beam and plate type microstructures.
Sensors and actuators. Piezoelectric-thermo-mechanical analysis of an actuator. Electro-mechanical analysis of a
capactive pressure sensor. Fluid-structure interaction. Fluid-structure coupled acoustic analysis. Contact problems.
Contact simulation of two microcantilevers. Shape memory alloys, smart structures.

BMEGEMTAGE3 Novel engineering materials 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

Ea TUE:12:15-14:00(MT103);Lecture English

 BSc in Mechanical Engineering 2N-AG0/2NAAG0 Design and Technology Specialization compulsory / elective
subject SUBJECT DATA SHEET AND REQUIREMENTS last modified: 29th May 2014 NOVEL ENGINEERING
MATERIALS KORSZERŰ MÉRNÖKI ANYAGOK 1 Code Semester Nr. or fall/spring Contact hours/week
(lect.+semin.+lab.) Requirements p / e / s Credit Language BMEGEMTAGE3 spring 2+0+0 p 3 English 2. Subject’s
responsible: Name: Position: Affiliation (Department): Dr. István Mészáros associate professor Dept. of Materials
Science and Engineering 3. Lecturer: Name: Position: Affiliation (Department): Dr. István Mészáros associate
professor Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering 4. Thematic background of the subject: The subject gives an
introduction to the up-to-date research fields of materials science. Special attention is paid to the novel materials
used in engineering appications. 5. Compulsory / recommended prerequisites: Compulsory: (subject’s name, code)
Suggested: (subject’s name, code) 6. Main aims and objectives, learning outcomes of the subject: The structure,
properties of novel structural and functional materials used in mechanical and electrical engineering applications and
their testing methods are discussed. The technological processes and their practical aspects are discussed.
Fundamental concepts of material structures and the principles of material properties and their relations. Special
attention is paid to materials used in the electronics industries including their production and technological usability.
7. Method of education: Lecture 2 h/w, seminar 0 h/w, laboratory 0 h/w 8. Detailed thematic description of the subject
(by topic, min. 800 character): Topics include: Basics of crystallography, crystal defects, dimensional effects, nano-,
micro-, and macrostructures, multi-component systems. Thermal behavior, diffusion mechanisms. Phase
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transformations, heat treatments, recrystallization. Mechanical properties and their measurements. Types and
properties of novel structural and stainless steels. Fundamental new concepts in steel development. High entropy
alloys. Alloys used in biomedical engineering applications. Materials deterioration processes such as corrosion,
fracture, fatigue (mechanical, thermal, etc.), creep, migration. Microscopy, electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction.
Conduction properties, conductive, superconductive, resistive, and insulator materials. Semiconductor materials.
Effects of material properties on semiconductor materials used in microelectronics and in integrated optoelectronics.
Insulator, dielectric and ferro-electric materials. Production of semiconductor single crystals and the related
measurement techniques (Hall, CV). Non-metallic materials in electrotechnics. Magnetic properties and the types of
magnetic materials used in industrial applications. Intelligent materials. Shape memory and superelastic alloys. 9.
Requirements and grading a) in term-period: participation on lectures, mid-semester test in the 7th week of the
semester b) in examination period: written and oral exam c) Disciplinary Measures Against the Application of
Unauthorized Means at Mid-Terms, Term-End Exams and Homework Supplement to 1/2013. (I. 30.) Dean’s Order
(Codicil): The following students are subject to disciplinary measures. (a). Those students who apply unauthorized
means (book, lecture notes, etc.), different from those listed in the course requirements and/or adopted by the
lecturer in charge of the course assessment, in the written mid-term exams taken, and/or invite/accept any
assistance of fellow students, with the exception of borrowing authorized means, will be disqualified from taking
further mid-term exams in the very semester as a consequence of their action. Further to this, all of their results
gained in the very semester will be void, can get no term-end signatures, and will have no access to Late
Submission option. Final term-end results in courses with practical mark will automatically become Fail (1), the ones
with exam requirements will be labelled Refused Admission to Exams. (b). Those students whose homework
verifiably proves to be of foreign extraction, or alternatively, evident results or work of a third party, are referred to as
their own, will be disqualified from taking further assessment sessions in the very semester as a consequence of
their action. Further to this, all of their results gained in the very semester will be void, can get no term-end
signatures, and will have no access to Late Submission options. Final term-end results in courses with practical mark
will automatically become Fail (1), ones with exam requirements will be labelled Refused Admission to Exams. (c).
Those students who apply unauthorized means (books, lecture notes, etc.), different from those listed in the course
requirements and/or adopted by the lecturer in charge of the course assessment, in the written term-end exams
taken, and/or invite/accept any assistance of fellow students, with the exception of borrowing authorized means, will
immediately be disqualified from taking the term-end exam any further as a consequence of their action, and will be
inhibited with an automatic Fail (1) in the exam. No further options to sit for the same exam can be accessed in the
very same exam period. (d) Those students who alter, or make an attempt to alter the already corrected, evaluated,
and distributed test or exercise/problem, i.) as a consequence of their action, will be disqualified from further
assessments in the respective semester. Further to this, all of their results gained in the very semester will be void,
can get no term-end signatures, and will have no access to Late Submission options. Final term-end results in
courses with practical mark will automatically become Fail (1), the ones with exam requirements will be labelled
Refused Admission to Exams; ii.) and will immediately be inhibited with an automatic Fail (1) in the exam. No further
options to sit for the same exam can be accessed in the very same exam period. 10. Retake and repeat 11.
Consulting opportunities: Consultation hours: By email appointments 12. Reference literature (compulsory,
recommended): · Books: W.D. Callister: Materials Science and Engineering (John Whiley and Sons, ISBN: 0-471-
32013-7), D.C. Jiles: Principles of Materials Evaluation (CRC Press, ISBN: 13-978-0-8493-7392-3) · Downloadable
materials: www.att.bme.hu 13. Home study required to pass the subject: Contact hours 28 h/semester Home study
for the courses 28 h/semester Home study for the mid-semester checks 10 h/check Preparation of mid-semester
homework - h/homework Home study of the allotted written notes 9 h/semester Home study for the exam 15
h/semester Totally: =90 h/semester 14. The data sheet and the requirements are prepared by: Name: Title: Affiliation
(Department): Dr. István Mészáros associate professor Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering v\:* {behavior:url
(#default#VML);} o\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);} w\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);} .shape {behavior:url
(#default#VML);} /* Style Definitions */ table.MsoNormalTable {mso-style-name:"Normál táblázat"; mso-tstyle-
rowband-size:0; mso-tstyle-colband-size:0; mso-style-noshow:yes; mso-style-priority:99; mso-style-
qformat:yes; mso-style-parent:""; mso-padding-alt:0cm 5.4pt 0cm 5.4pt; mso-para-
margin:0cm; mso-para-margin-bottom:.0001pt; mso-pagination:widow-orphan; font-size:10.0pt;

font-family:"Times New Roman","serif";}

BMEGEMTAGK1 Materials Science and Testing 6

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AL1 MON:14:15-16:00;Laboratory English

AL2 MON:14:15-16:00;Laboratory English

AEa MON:12:15-14:00(MT103); WED:10:15-12:00(MT103);Lecture English

 Main aims and objectives, learning outcomes of the subject: The aim of the course is to give a basic knowledge
about the basis of materials science: what the basic physical, mechanical properties of the materials are, how they
can be modified. The course also focuses on the materials testing methods, since these are the tools by which the
materials can be characterized. The course mostly deals with metals and ceramics. Detailed thematic description of
the subject: Week 1 Introduction, atomic structures. Week 2 Crystallography. Week 3 Crystal defects. Week 4
Diffusion. Solidification from molten state. Week 5 Thermal behaviour of metals and alloys. Week 6 Phase diagrams.
The Fe-C diagram. Week 7 Non-equilibrium transformations of ferrous alloys. Week 8 Plastic deformation of single
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and polycrystals. Week 9 Methods to increase the strength of metals and alloys. Week 10 Creep, fatigue.
Recrystallization. Week 11 Fracture mechanics. The effects of state variables. Week 12 Mechanical testing. Week 13
Fine structure investigations. Week 14 Magnetic and electric properties. Corrosion. Subject data sheet and
requirements in english:
http://www.att.bme.hu/oktatas/BMEGEMTAGK1E/letoltes/Data_sheet_GEMTAGK1_Materials_Science_and_Testing.
pdf

BMEGEMTMW01 Material Science 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

Ea FRI:10:15-12:00(MT057);Lecture English

 Main aims and objectives, learning outcomes of the subject: Fundamental concepts of material structures and the
principles of study of material properties and their relations. Special attention is paid to materials used in the
electronics industries including their production and technological usability. Topics include: basics of crystallography,
crystal defects, dimensional effects, nano-, micro-, and macrostructures, multi-component systems. Thermal
behavior, diffusion mechanisms. Phase transformations, heat treatments, recrystallization. Mechanical properties
and their measurements, elastic and plastic deformation processes. Materials deterioration processes such as
corrosion, fracture, fatigue (mechanical, thermal, etc.), creep, migration. Microscopy, electron microscopy, X-ray
diffraction. Conduction properties, conductive, superconductive, resistive, and insulator materials. Semiconductor
materials. Effects of material properties on semiconductor materials used in microelectronics and in integrated
optoelectronics. Insulator, dielectric and ferro-electric materials. Production of semiconductor single crystals and the
related measurement techniques (Hall, CV). Non-metallic materials in electrotechnics. Magnetic properties and the
types of magnetic materials used in industrial applications. Intelligent materials. Detailed thematic description of the
subject: 1. Introduction. Structure of crystalline solids. 2. Imperfections in crystalline materials. 3. Mechanical
properties of alloys. 4. Dislocations and strengthening mechanisms. 5. Deterioration mechanisms of engineering
alloys. 6. Phase diagrams. 7. Diffusion controlled and martensitic phase transformations. 8. Material characterisation.
9. Non-destructive evaluation techniques. 10. Electrical properties of metals, alloys and semiconductors. 11.
Insulator, dielectric and ferro-electric materials. 12. Superconductivity, superconductive materials and their
technology. 13. Magnetic properties. Soft- and hard magnetic materials. 14. Electronmicroscopy. SEM and TEM
microscopy and specimen preparation. Atomic force microscopy, surface tunneling microscopy. Subject data sheet
and requirements in english:
http://www.att.bme.hu/oktatas/BMEGEMTMW01/letoltes/Data_sheet_GEMTMW01_Materials_Science.pdf

BMEGEPTAG0P Polymer Materials Science and Engineering 6

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L_ENGLISH MON:14:15-16:00(MT_PTLAB);Laboratory English

E_ENGLISH
WED:10:15-12:00(MT_PTEA); THU:08:15-10:00(MT_PTEA);

THU:08:15-10:00(MT_PTEA);
Lecture English

 The objective is to familiarize the students with the following subjects: structure of polymers; the dependence of their
properties on structure, temperature and environment; the characteristics of their stressndash;strain relationships;
their basic application, processing and recycling possibilities. Introduction on materials science and polymer
engineering. Evolution of polymer engineering, main directions of its development and achievements. Application of
polymers as structural materials. Molecular structure of polymers, structural levels. Polymerization techniques,
building of macromolecules, 3D formations of macromolecules, solubility. Polymers classification, related
applications and products. Morphology of polymers. Correlation between structure and mechanical properties in
polymers. Time dependency of the mechanical properties, modeling the viscoelastic properties. The effect of
environmental variables on the properties of polymers. Basics of melt rheology, flow and viscosity curves. Flow of
polymer melts in capillaries and in slit dies. Measure of fluidity and viscosity. Flow deviations from steady state.
Polymer processing technologies, common steps of fabrication. Extrusion technology, extruder and related
equipments, physical processes in the plastication unit, thermal conditions in the extruder, extruded products. Pipe
extrusion die, coathanger sheet dies, extrusion blow molding, blown film extrusion, coextrusion. Film calendering.
Bending of rolls, compensation possibilities. Improving the properties of films. Thermoforming of plastic sheets.
Development and basics of injection molding technology. Reciprocating screw injection molding. The role, structure
and types of the mold. Special (multicomponent) injection molding technologies. Synthetic fibers. Processing
technologies of crosslinked polymers: hand lay-up method, filament winding, pultrusion, moulding compounds,
prepregs. Processing of elastomers (rubbers) and related machines. Polymer matrix composites. Subjects of the
laboratory practices: Tensile testing of polymers, Bending of polymers, Polymer composites, Thermoforming,
Injection molding, Extrusion, Melt Flow Index, Rapid prototyping and Rapid Tooling. Url/details:
http://www.pt.bme.hu/targyalapadat/44_BMEGEPTAG0P_targyleiras.pdf
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BMEGEPTAGE1 Composites technology 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L MON:12:15-14:00(MT_PTLAB);Laboratory English

E MON:10:15-12:00(MT_PTEA);Lecture English

Main objective is getting familiar with the matrices and reinforcing materials of polymer composites. Gaining
knowledge about the manufacturing technologies of thermoplastic and thermoset matrix composites. Learning the
basics of composite mechanics and composite specific design guidelines. Topics: thermoset and thermoplastic
composite matrix materials, properties and applications. Typical reinforcing materials of polymer composites.
Reinforcing structures, properties and applications. Manufacturing technologies of thermoset matrix polymer
composites: overview, typical products, tooling materials. Wet manufacturing technologies of thermoset matrix
polymer composites: hand layup, spraying, RTM, pressing, pultrusion, filament winding, braiding, centrifugal casting.
Dry manufacturing technologies of thermoset matrix polymer composites: autoclave curing of prepregs, out of
autoclave prepreg curing, BMC pressing, SMC pressing, sandwich manufacturing. Manufacturing technologies of
thermoplastic matrix polymer composites: extrusion, injection moulding, pressing, vacuum forming, GMT. Damage
and failure of polymer composites: testing and approving methodologies. Basics of composite mechanics: types of
material behaviour, rules of mixtures, laminate properties for different stacking sequences, composite plates under
tension, composite plates under bending, failure criteria for composites. Example problem solving.

BMEGEPTMG27 Advanced injection moldings simulation 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

L1 TUE:10:15-12:00(MT_PTLAB);Laboratory English

L2 WED:10:15-12:00(MT_PTLAB);Laboratory English

BMEGERIA32P Software Engineering 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17t_A_G02 WED:12:15-14:00(D505);Practice English

17t_A_G01 WED:08:15-10:00(D505);Practice English

 Computer programing skills.Repetition of programming basics. Text files data export/import. Binary files. Windows
graphics, basic graphical possibilities. 2D graphical application development. Special graphical applications
(animations, 3D). Databases (ADO). Presentation of SciLab numerical computational package, basic types,
variables, statements, arrays. Subprograms, solving technological problems. Drawing in 2/3D.

BMEGEVÉAG03 Processes and Equipment of Chemical Industry 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A21 MON:14:15-17:00(D316A);Lecture English

A22 THU:12:15-14:00(D316A);Practice English

 Aim of the subject: Theory and practice of mechanical, hydromechanical, thermal, and diffusion processes often
used in chemical, food industry, biotechnology and environmental protection. Equipment, sizing and operation
aspects. Topics of the subject: 1. Size reduction, milling. Liquid mixing. Types of impellers, baffles. Power number
function. Example. Non-Newtonian liquids and their mixing. Settling in gravitation. Suspension types, measurement
of settling velocity. Example. 2. Settling in centrifuges, Construction and operation of cyclones. Separation
efficiencies. 3. Surface filtration. Basic differential equation, solutions. Measurement of filtration parameters.
Example. Liquid and gas filters. 4. Heat transfer. Calculation of heat transfer surface. Heat transfer equations for
sensible and insensible heat transport. 5. Calculation of heat transfer coefficient. Influence of finned surface. 6. Heat
exchanger constructions, operation aspects. 7. Concentration rise of solutions by thermal method: evaporation.
Mass and enthalpy balance equations in the case of one-effect evaporator. Determination of heat transfer surface.
Vapor reuses facilities. Economical aspects of multi-effect evaporators. Evaporator constructions. 8. Solid handling in
dryers. Drying mechanism. Psychometric charts and ratio. Wet bulb temperature. Use of psychometric chart, mixing
of gas flows. Drying curves, drying time. Example. 9. Absorption of gases. Application. Equilibrium curve. Material
balance. Operating line. Height of packed column. Method of transfer units. Number of theoretical plates. Problem to
solve for absorption. Liquid-liquid extraction. Industrial applications. Requirements for the solvent. Equilibrium
conditions. Triangular diagram, bimodal solubility curve basic notions: distribution coefficient, mass ratio, liquid
(solvent to feed ratio), extraction factor. Solvent recovery. Extraction methods. Single stage batch extraction. Multiple
contact batch extraction. Perforation. Countercurrent extraction. Extraction calculations. Extraction equipment. Solid-
liquid extraction. Steps of the process. Equipment. Factors determining the method of extraction. Factors influencing
the rate of the process. Adsorption. Adsorbents and adsorption processes. Fixed-bed adsorbers. Gas drying
equipment. Pressure-swing adsorption. Adsorption from liquids. Adsorption isotherms. Types of isotherms.
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Concentration patterns in fixed beds. Breakthrough curves. Scale up. Length of unused bed. effect of feed
concentration URL: http://www.epget.bme.hu/hu/14-oktatas/bsc/162-processes-and-equipment-of-chemical-industry

BMEGEVGAG02 Fluid Machinery 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

LAlan FRI:08:15-10:00(L-HIDROLAB);Laboratory English

LApar FRI:08:15-10:00(L-HIDROLAB);Laboratory English

EA WED:08:15-10:00(D316A);Lecture English

GyApar FRI:08:15-10:00(D327);Practice English

GyAlan FRI:08:15-10:00(D327);Practice English

 Main aims and objectives, learning outcomes of the subject: Upon finishing the course, the students will be able to
design simple pumping systems, to select pumps and to complete simple pipe and valve sizing tasks. Moreover, they
will become familiar with the operation and maintenance of such systems (e.g. head loss, cavitation, water hammer).
Method of education: lecture: 2h/w seminar: 2h/2 weeks laboratory: 2h/2 weeks homework: measurement report
submission Detailed thematic description of the subject: Euler equation, specific work, head, performance
characteristics of axial and centrifugal machines. Losses, efficiencies. Non-dimensional parameters, scaling laws,
specific speed. Cavitation, NPSH. Operation (parallel, serial) and control of turbomachines. Thrust loads (axial,
radial). Axial fan, axial compressor stage.

BMEGEVGMW06 Hemodynamics 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EALecture English

 Introduction to physiology. Circulation system, arterial and venous system. Blood flow measurement methods,
invasive techniques. Non-invasive blood flow measurements, Transmission properties of cuff-systems, estimation of
eigenfrequency. Introduction to the method of characteristics (MOC). MOC and Solution for rapid change, Alievi
(Joukowsky)-wave. MOC and study of the transmission properties of invasive blood pressure measurement
technique (arterial catheter). Models and methods for the de scription of blood flow in blood vessels, material
properties, Streeter-Wiley Model 1 and Model 2. Characteristic physiological quantities and their influence in
hemodynamics.Flow in aneurysms.

BMEGEVGMW08 Theoretical Acoustics 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EALecture English

 Wave equation. Lighthillrsquo;s theory, monopole, dipole, quadrupole sound sources. Greenrsquo;s functions on the
example of the vibrating string. Free space Greenrsquo;s functions. Modification of Greenrsquo;s functions in the
vicinity of solid bodies. Vortex sound equation.
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